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BEDROOM

OPEN SPACE

GYM

POOL

BATHROOM

Villa

Imagining an ideal living space, where interior colours 
and design choices are effortlessly selected and 
balanced, making you feel at home at every step.

A beautiful villa surrounded by nature. Surfaces 
enhanced by an abundance of large windows and 
natural light revealing every single surface feature, 
texture and finish.

In this stylish contemporary context, ceramic surfaces 
form a dialogue between rooms and a continuum of 
material, creating an uninterrupted spatial flow.

Every interior fully reflects RAK Ceramics’ remarkable 
product range and materials, with a special showcase of 
our latest collections and innovations. RAK Ceramics’ 
products and materials are featured in all their beauty 
and versatility, opening up new perspectives in tiles 
application and challenge the viewer’s perception of 
ceramics.
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OPEN SPACE

Wall: Preziosi rock 120x260
         Shine stone dark grey 30x60
Floor: Flag stone light sand 60x120
Counter: Surface xl cool grey 135x305

A fluid uninterrupted space, encompassing 
the living room, dining area and kitchen. 
A creative mix of natural tones on the floor, 
and bolder design elements as wall surfaces. 
A combination of stunning aesthetics and 
high-performing technical materials.
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BEDROOM

A warm and welcoming atmosphere with 
plenty of light and elegant visual elements. 
The mega slabs standing out with their 
seamless marble-look patterns, in contrast 
with more neutral hues of the for the floor 
and wall.

Wall: Versilia marble white 120x260
         Thassos hyper white 120x260
Floor: Flag stone light sand 60x120
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BATHROOM

The ultimate dream bathroom. A space where 
the green tones on the inside perfectly blend with 
nature on the outside, thanks to the mega  slab wall 
creating a game of reflections with the mirror and 
window.

Wall: Efuce light grey 37.5x75
         Efuce light grey decor 37.5x75
         Smeraldo green 120x260
Floor: Flag stone graphite grey 60x120
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GYM

An oasis, a next-level personal training space that 
seamlessly blends with the landscape. Durable 
high-perfoming wall surfaces in a bold metal look 
combined with the natural hues of stone-effect tiles 
to create a continuum with the outdoor area.

Wall: Mimesis anthracite 60x120
Floor: Flag stone light sand 60x120
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POOL

Enjoying leisure time in a stylish and safe 
environment where attention to detail in design 
selection and application is paramount. Neutral 
tones of the flooring around the pool blend ewith 
the setting and architecture while guaranteeing 
excellent non-slip benefits.

Floor: Coral stone beige 60x120
           Coral stone beige special pieces (grill) 24.5x24.5 
Pool: Swimming pool light grey 11.7x24.5
          Swimming pool light grey decor 11.7x24.5
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OPEN SPACE

A. Flag stone light sand 60x120
B. Preziosi rock 120x260
C. Shine stone dark grey 30x60
D. Surface xl cool grey 135x305

BEDROOM

E. Flag stone light sand 60x120
F. Thassos hyper white 120x260
G. Versilia marble white 120x260
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BATHROOM

A. Flag stone graphite grey 60x120
B. Efuce light grey 37.5x75
C. Efuce light grey decor 37.5x75
D. Smeraldo green 120x260
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GYM

E. Flag stone light sand 60x120
F. Mimesis anthracite 60x120
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POOL

G. Coral stone beige special pieces (grill) 24.5x24.5 
H. Coral stone beige 60x120 
I.  Swimming pool light grey 11.7x24.5
J.  Swimming pool light grey decor 11.7x24.5
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BEDROOM

OPEN SPACE

STUDIO

TERRACE

BATHROOM

A homey private refuge from the hustle and bustle of 
urban centres.

A carefully designed apartment featuring a selection of 
luxury ceramic materials able to enhance every room 
with style, while adapting to many different functions 
and uses.

In this compact yet complete apartment set against 
the backdrop of city life, each room is connected by 
a consistent style, creating a solid architectural and 
design project.  

Some of RAK Ceramics’ high-end porcelain series 
in wood, marble, concrete and stone effect feature in 
combination with the new small size ceramic tiles, 
showcasing an impressive scale of formats, colours and 
applications.

Apartment
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Wall: Thassos hyper white 120x260
         Versilia marble white 120x280
         Taut salvia 40x120
Floor: Sigurt wood black forest 19.5x120
Counter: Surface xl cool grey 135x305

OPEN SPACE

A continuous space where functionality and aesthetics 
are in complete harmony. Large format slabs in 
marble vein patterns to elevate the living room walls, 
durable wood-effect flooring and ceramic kitchen 
walls in sage for the best colour combination. Every 
detail is accounted for, with beauty and practicality. 
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A cozy personal space where to feel content and 
centered amid the high pace of modern urban 
lifestyles. The warmth and elegance of wood tiles 
coupled with soft wall decors in fabric-look for a 
bedroom that exudes intimacy and style.

BEDROOM

Wall: Braid antique white decor 40x120
Floor: Sigurt wood black forest 19.5x120
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BATHROOM

Wall: Marakkesh dark blue 7.5x30
         Retro soft beige 30x90
Floor: Lava concrete light grey 60x60

With the right design choices, smaller bathrooms 
can still be big on style. Reflective surfaces for a 
brightly coloured wall bouncing the light around 
the room, balanced with the sheer simplicity of 
concrete-effect floors and light neutral walls.
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STUDY

Wall: Metamorfosi palms cord decor 120x260
Floor: Sigurt wood black forest 19.5x120
Furniture: Sigurt wood scandinavian oak 19.5x120
Table: Maximus uni dark grey 135x305

The ideal study place to reflect, focus and create. 
Comforting wood flooring in dark shades, 
combined with powerful marble mega slabs as 
evocative backdrop for a room utterly dedicated to 
creativity and concentration.
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TERRACE

Floor: Revive concrete grey 60x60
Table top: Viareggio hyper white 135x305

A functional outdoor space to relax and enjoy 
dramatic skyline views in total safety. Sustainable 
and adaptable porcelain flooring which perfectly 
fit outdoor applications with optimal non-slip 
performance thanks to advanced technology.
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APARTMENT OPEN SPACE

A. Sigurt wood black forest 19.5x120
B. Taut salvia 40x120
C. Surface xl cool grey 135x305
D. Thassos hyper white 120x260
E. Versilia marble white 120x280
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APARTMENT BEDROOM

F.  Sigurt wood black forest 20x120
G. Braid antique white decor 40x120
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BATHROOM

H. Marakkesh dark blue 7.5x30
I.  Lava concrete light grey 60x60
J. Retro soft beige 30x90 
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STUDIO

A. Sigurt wood black forest 19.5x120
B. Sigurt wood scandinavian oak 19.5x120
C. Maximus uni dark grey 135x305 
D. Metamorfosi palms cord decor 120x260
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TERRACE

E. Revive concrete grey 60x60
F. Viareggio hyper white 135x305
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RAK CERAMICS

P.O. Box 4714,  Ras Al Khaimah, 

United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.)

Tel.: +971 7 2467000  

Fax: +971 7 2445270 

Email : info@rakceramics.com
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